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(54) Title: MOBILE SECURITY SYSTEM

(57) Abstract
A mobile security system providing an object-oriented operating system (300a) that enables a non-homogeneous universe of remote mobile units (100) to communicate with a central site system (300). The operating system defined by a plurality of interactive application programs consisting of a communication server, a resource manager, a monitor application, a database server (300c) and an administrator. The communication server comprises a plurality of objects that connect the remote unit to the central site system. The communication server interactively communicates to the resource manager a need for the monitor application to be interactively connected to the communication server. The resource manager comprises a plurality of objects that control the operating systems' resources. The resource manager receiving the request from the communication server facilitates the connection to the next appropriate operator of a workstation (300e-n) containing the monitor program. The monitor application comprises a plurality of objects that command and control the interaction between the mobile remote unit and the central site system.
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MOBILE SECURITY SYSTEM

Background of the Invention

1. Field Of The Invention

The invention relates generally to a mobile security system containing a remote unit and a central site monitoring system. In particular the invention is directed to an operating system for the central site monitoring system. The invention is more particularly directed to an object-oriented operating system that provides a flexible architecture. That architecture allows interactive communication between the remote unit and the central site system.

2. Description of Related Art

Personal and vehicle security has become of paramount importance in the United States and in foreign countries. Current statistics suggest that vehicle theft cost the consumer approximately $10.5 billion. These costs are attributed to actual replacement cost of a stolen vehicle, law enforcement efforts to address vehicle thefts and related crimes, and personal expenditures that relate directly to the crime of vehicle theft.

Mobile security systems of the past have made vehicular theft more difficult for amateur thieves but have made little impact on the professional vehicle thief. The violence associated with vehicle theft by amateur thieves has increased and the professional thief has become more sophisticated. An indicator of the increased violence is the rise in the number of vehicles stolen at gun point -- carjacking. The professional thief, knowing the limitations of present day vehicle security, will simply by-pass alarm devices and steal the vehicle. The professional thief feels confident that even if an alarm is sounded by a vehicle the public will most likely ignore the alarm because false alarms are prevalent in present day
vehicle alarm systems. The professional thief also knows that communication between the vehicle, if it exists, and a central monitoring station is limited to monitoring. The central station may receive a communiqué from the vehicle but it may not be able to discern the nature or reason for the communiqué. An example of this would be the vehicle alarm is activated but the central station does not have means to tell the difference between a false alarm and an in-process vehicle theft.

Present day central stations have operating systems that allow passive monitoring of a vehicle that contains an associated alarm system. The operating system may include some type of vehicle positioning and tracking, displayed on a device such as the monitor of a computer. Vehicle tracking provides limited information to the operating system if there is no central station communication with the vehicle.

Interactive communication between the vehicle and the central station present enormous difficulties to the operating system. These difficulties stem from the needed flexibility of the operating system to manage incoming requests for assistance and interactively communicate with the vehicle. An example is an operating system of a present day monitoring station. This station receives a first distress call from a first vehicle. The operating system assigns the call to a first available on duty operator positioned at a monitoring station, i.e., a computer with a monitor. A second distress call is received from a second vehicle and the operating system assigns that call to a second available operator at a second monitoring station. This process continues and the operating system will continue to assign calls to the first available operator without regard to the nature of the call or the proficiency of the selected operator. The operating system of this example merely monitors and assigns. It does not manage the available resources. This type of operating system randomly distributes operator and
monitor resources.

A random distribution of resources yields an operating system that is hardware dependent, i.e., computers, display monitors, and telecommunications equipment. Randomly distributing resources does not consider operator skill or experience. Randomly distributing resources in this manner is assigning incoming calls to operators on a per chance basis. A further complication of resource allocation is the communication from the central station to the vehicle.

Various networks and communication systems exist that can communicate with the vehicle. Each of these systems may be in a different associated format and has different protocol standards. Each manufacturer of these systems may have particularly required communication devices such as cellular phones. The manufacturer often wishes to maintain the distinction and uniqueness of its own product and standards to encourage the user of that particular device to remain within that structure. The operating system must accommodate those multiple standards. Moreover, as each technical advancement spurs additional changes in communications standards, it appears to be unlikely that a standard protocol and format of data transfer can or will be adopted. It is important to an operating system to be flexible and accommodate to new and different forms of technology. An operating system that randomly distributes resources can only accommodate change by increasing the number of distributed resources.

Modeling of a mobile security problem, as discussed above, is a far reaching task. The variables involved are numerous, interwoven, and complex. A technique that is understood by those skilled in the art of object-oriented analysis and design (OOA&D) will bring order to the seemingly unmanageable task of vehicle and personal security. The basic premise for OOA&D is set forth in Object-
Oriented Analysis & Design with Applications by Grady Booch, 1994. A brief overview of the Booch notation that is used in this disclosure is illustrated in Figure 9.

A class icon 91, FIG. 9, represents a view of the class structure of the system and is illustrated by an amorphous blob. A utility procedure icon 92, may represent a collection of free programs (non-member functions) that supply the interface to real world entities. A class category 93 represents a collection of related classes. Relationships between classes are represented by an association line 94, inheritance arrow 95, "has" a solid circle line 96, and "uses" an open circle 97. Communication links between calling object 98 and called object 92 are illustrated by an order message arrow 99 and an object/value open circle 90.

Provided below are definitions of some object-oriented terms used in this disclosure:

- base class: the most abstract class from which all other classes are derived;
- super class: a class from which other classes are derived;
- subclass: a class that is derived from one or more super classes;
- persistence object: an object that can live longer than the program that created it;
- mutex: a software mechanism used in multi-threaded programming to synchronize the use of limited resources among all of the threads that need access;
- ODBC: open data base connectivity;
- C: Class and object names have a prefix of "C" denoting what follows is the class or object function, example Cmodem.
A brief tutorial of the principles of OOA&D and the terms used herein will be given. The major principles of OOA&D will be explained in turn but in summary the principles are abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance.

Abstraction is the principle of ignoring those aspects of a subject that are not relevant to the current purpose in order to concentrate more fully on those that are relevant. Most of what is dealt with in the real world -- people, places, things, and concepts are intrinsically complex. When abstractions are used it is understood that subject matter contains additional details but those details are ignored in order to reduce the overall complexity of the subject matter.

Encapsulation, also called information hiding, is a principle used when developing an overall program structure. Each component of the program structure should encapsulate or hide a single design decision. The interface to each module is defined in such a way as to reveal as little as possible about its inner workings.

Inheritance is a mechanism for expressing similarity among classes. Inheritance portrays generalization and specialization, making common attributes and services explicit within a class hierarchy. Inheritance allows an object instance to benefit from hidden data or method in one or more superior objects. An object that inherits data method for more that one object is said to have multiple inheritance.

An object model is a collection of principles that form the foundation of object-oriented design. There are four major elements that form the object model: abstraction, encapsulation, modularity, and hierarchy. There are three minor elements of the object model: typing, concurrency, and persistence. All of these
elements, major and minor, constitute the framework of the object model.

Once the object model is developed, numerous software languages may be used to implement a chosen solution to a problem domain defined in the performance of OOA&D. The actual semantics of a chosen programming language such as C++, Smalltalk, or Ada may all be used to implement the object model that will result from the OOA&D. An ordinary person skilled in the art of any one of the above listed programming languages will be able to develop a software system derived from an object model. That software system is constructed by creating a number of source code programs that are complied and linked together to form executable modules.

Object-oriented software systems and object-oriented programming languages are being increasingly applied to the solution of large system software problems. Object-oriented approaches are directed to the subdivision of a problem to smaller, more easily managed pieces. Object-oriented languages and systems encourage programming and development in terms of "objects". Objects implement encapsulation by providing a single definition of the data and process, i.e., known methods necessary to manage that object.

An object is an abstraction of something in the domain of a problem or its implementation, reflecting the capabilities of a system to keep information about it, interact with it, or both. It is an encapsulation of attribute values and their exclusive services.

A class is a description of one or more objects, with a uniform set of attributes and services. In addition, a class may describe how to create new objects in the class.
Encapsulation of an object requires that object data be manipulated or viewed by the use of one of the object methods. Each object is provided a set of operations providing a visible interface to other objects. Communication between objects is accomplished by message passing where messages conforming to the visible interface specification are accepted and processed by that interface. A message passed to an object is analyzed by the object that itself selects a method by which it will react to that message.

Object-oriented concepts allow significant reusability of objects through the concept of instantiation. Instantiation allows a copy or instance of an object to be created from either a generic object description or another object using the principles of inheritance. The created object has its own data and is permitted to override particular data in the generic object definition.

Accordingly, a fully functional operating system for a mobile security system may include a central monitoring station element, a vehicle security element, and a telecommunications network that interactively connects both elements of the mobile security system. The central monitoring station has an operating system with an architecture to accommodate changes that may and will occur in the future. The operating system manages the distribution of resources within the central station.

**Summary Of The Invention**

The present invention is a mobile security system that provides personal and remote unit security. The preferred system contains at least one central site monitoring station and a universe of remote units. The remote units are connected to the central site monitoring station by a telecommunications medium. That medium is preferably a cellular technology or other technology that allows communications between an individual remote unit and the central site monitoring
station. The remote unit comprises a vehicle containing a portion of or all of a protection system that provides security for the vehicle and its occupants. The protection system comprises, in part, a plurality of interactively communicating application programs that independently perform dedicated tasks and collectively provides security for the remote unit and the unit’s occupants.

The central site monitoring station comprises, in part, a plurality of computers, monitors, and telecommunication equipment, all interactively and network connected. The operation of the central site monitoring station is implemented by an object-oriented operating system that commands and controls all aspects of the central site monitoring station. The object-oriented, operating system of the present invention resides in at least one of the afore-mentioned computers. For a matter of convenience the object-oriented operating system of the present invention residing at central site will be referred to as the central site operating system (CSOS). The CSOS comprises, in part, a plurality of interactive and independent functioning object-oriented application programs that all share a database. As a matter of convenience certain objects are grouped into easily identifiable sections. These sections are a communication server, a resource manager, an administrator, and a monitor.

The communication server provides a plurality of objects that connect and communicate with the remote unit. When a remote unit has a reason to communicate with the central site it transmits a reason for the call message (reason-for-call) to the central site. That call is received by the communication server. The communication server has already established a communication link to facilitate the incoming reason-for-call. The communication server also provides objects to interactively communicate with the resource manager and other sections of the present invention.
The resource manager provides a plurality of object classes that control the interactivity between the communication server, the database, and the monitor. The resource manager facilitates and manages operators assigned to a selected workstation, monitors calls in process, and provides the communication server with its own connectivity requirements to other sections. One such object class employed by the resource manager represents a list of operators. This operator list object class is implemented by the resource manager to manage operators that are assigned to a selected workstation containing the monitor.

The monitor provides a plurality of object classes that enable a visual representation of the reason-for-call. That visual representation may include the current status of the remote unit and its location. The monitor also manages the interactive communications and responses to the remote unit. The monitor has a temporary interdependence on the resource manager and the communication server. This interdependence begins with the communication server requesting the resource manager to assign a selected operator and workstation to a given reason-for-call placed by the remote unit. Once this assignment is made a connection from the communication server to the workstation is complete. The resource manager then takes an inactive role until another request is received.

The monitor then seizes control of the operational functions of the workstation. Any programs in operation on the monitor are forced to the background. The monitor launches a plurality of object classes that allow the operator assigned to the workstation to communicate with the remote unit.

Once the monitor receives the reason-for-call, it displays an interpreted version of that call on a display of the workstation viewed by the selected operator. The monitor also displays all pertinent information concerning the remote unit.
The monitor allows interactive communication between the operator and the remote unit's occupant. The communication may be voice and/or data transfer. The communication may also be silent, i.e., portions of the remote unit may be in a listen mode.

The communication server, upon first activation by the operating system, establishes a data link layer by instantiating a CModem and a CPort object class. The CPort object class represents a selected port on the communication server. The CModem class represents the modem attached to that selected port on the communication server. When the communication server receives the reason-for-call from the remote unit the communication server creates a CVirtualRemoteUnit object. The CVirtualRemoteUnit object transforms the communications or transmittals from a selected communication device operationally disposed within the remote unit into transmittals recognizable by the CSOS. The CVirtualRemoteUnit object also translates commands and controls understandable by the operating system into commands and controls understandable by the remote unit.

The CVirtualRemoteUnit object represents the remote unit as if the remote unit was physically attached to a communication server. A CvirtualRemoteUnit object adjusts its behavior according to the product and version of the remote unit that placed the reason-for-call to the CSOS. The CVirtualRemoteUnit object can be viewed as a virtual translator that allows communications between the remote unit and the CSOS. The communication device in the remote unit sends data and receives commands transparently to the communication server. Conversely, the communication server sends commands and receives data transparently to the remote unit.
The monitor provides an interpretation or visual representation of the remote unit's status to the selected operator. This status contains remote unit location and information on the subscriber of the remote unit. The monitor also manages the reason for the call and invokes the appropriate response to the reason-for-call. This response may be the launching of the CRemoteUnitWindow object class. This particular class encapsulates the functionality needed to communicate commands to and receive messages from the remote unit.

The resource manager controls the interactions between the communication server, the database, and the monitor. One interaction may be facilitating the operator workstation that services the reason-for-call. The resource manager maintains an operator list by utilizing the COperatorList object. This class represents a list of operators and may be used by the resource manager to hold and manage a list of operators currently signed onto the system. Once the priority of the reason-for-call is established, an appropriate operator may be assigned to the particular reason-for-call.

The resource manager manages the interactive communication between the communication server and the monitor. The communication server has received a call from the remote unit and makes all the appropriate connections. The communication server calls upon the resource manager to facilitate the connection to a workstation so the reason-for-call may be processed. The resource manager invokes the COperatorList object to decide which operator is best suited to receive the incoming reason-for-call. The resource manager then assigns the appropriate operator to receive the incoming reason-for-call from the remote unit. The resource manager then takes an inactive position in relation to managing the interactivity between the monitor and the communication server. The resource manager also maintains a list of communication servers and ports.
along with their present status and other information pertinent to their functionality.

The object-oriented applications of the present invention all share a (non object-oriented) relational database. The relational database employed by the present invention is a repository for data generated from operational activities of various application programs. The database also provides, on demand, a plurality of persistent data objects to various applications for the execution of tasks required by the CSOS.

The CSOS cannot access the database directly because an object-oriented application program cannot have static knowledge that existed before the execution of that particular program. If a presently operating application program desires to use a selected object that was stored by some other application program, it does not know the type of object because the operating program did not create that particular object. The present invention provides an interface between all of its application programs and the relational database used by the CSOS.

The interface module provides a persistent base class that has at least one method common to the persistent data objects stored in the database. A database object (persistent version of a system class) is derived from the persistent base class. The database object then overrides those methods to provide a new persistent system object class. The database object instantiates a query object that has at least one object containing a descriptor. The descriptor contains a plurality of information relevant to the stored data. The persistent system class has at least one database object; therefore, the persistent system class provides the object-oriented operating system with persistent data objects.
The database of the present invention provides a connection class, CDBConnection. This class provides a layer of abstraction between the interface module and the stored persistent data objects. Internal to the database this class uses an ODBC class library to perform all of its connection handling. This class is responsible only for keeping track of a valid connection handle to the database.

The benefits of using a database interface for access to a database from an object-oriented program have been generalized and encapsulated into the persistent base class and query classes. The programmer adding a new database object class to the system need only provide the descriptors for the queries. The queries are then generated at runtime of the particular application program.

Other features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon reading the following detailed description of embodiments of the invention, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and the appended claims.
Brief Description Of The Drawings

The invention is illustrated in the drawings in which like reference characters designate the same or similar parts throughout the figures of which:

FIG. 1 is a top level block diagram of the present invention;

FIG. 1a is a diagram of the environment in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the remote unit system in communication with a central site operating system;

FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram of the remote unit in communication with the central site system;

FIG. 5 is an object-oriented architecture of the central site operating system;

FIG. 5a is an object model of a communication server;

FIG. 5b is an object model of a resource manager;

FIG. 5c is an object model of a monitor;

FIG. 5d is an object model of an event processor;

FIG. 5e is an object model of a database interface module;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of the typical components of the remote unit system;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the typical components of the central site system;

FIG. 8 is an illustration of an operator log on screen; and

FIG. 9 is an illustration of Booch notation.
Detailed Description Of The Preferred Embodiment

The interdependence of the element numbers in the drawing has been referenced above, and for the convenience of the reader will be reiterated here by citing an example of the flow of element numbers to drawings. This example is intended for illustrative purposes only: central site system 300, FIG. 1 is further illustrated at 300, FIG. 1a. The central site system 300, FIG. 1a includes a central site operating system 300a, FIG. 1a. The central site operating system 300a, FIG. 2 includes a communication server 300a20, FIG. 2. Communication server 300a20, FIG. 3 includes a port 300a20b, Fig. 3 ... etc.

A Mobile Security System

A top level view of the present invention is generally illustrated at 10, FIG. 1. The present invention 10, for the purposes of illustration only, is subdivided into 3 distinct groups: a central site system 300, a universe of remote unit systems 100, and a telecommunications system 200 interactively connecting subgroups 100 and 300.

The universe of remote unit systems 100 may contain at least one remote unit or may contain a plurality of individual remote units. The present invention 10 is not limited to the actual number of individual remote units comprising the universe of remote unit systems 100. The universe of remote unit systems 100 may be of different models or versions that may be produced by different manufacturing processes. The present invention 10 is not dependent on a homogeneous universe of remote unit systems 100. For the purposes of discussion in this disclosure only, the universe of remote unit systems 100 will be discussed as an individual remote unit 100 because the present invention will accommodate all versions of remote units. The individual remote unit 100 may be a vehicle of some type that contains one or more occupants. An example of a vehicle would be an ordinary passenger vehicle with or without a driver or any
occupant. The remote unit 100 may contain a portion of or all of a protection system that provides security for the vehicle, the driver, and its occupants. The protection system comprising, in part, a plurality of interactively communicating programs that independently perform dedicated tasks and collectively provides security for the remote unit and the unit's occupants.

The central site system 300, FIG. 1, commands and controls all aspects of a central site monitoring station that is in communication with the remote unit 100. The central site monitoring station comprises, in part, a plurality of computers, monitors, and telecommunication equipment, all interactively connected. A more detailed discussion of the central site system 300 will be provided.

Telecommunication system 200, FIG. 1, links together the central site system 300 and remote unit 100. The telecommunication system may contain at least one medium through which voice and/or data may be transmitted. An example of that telecommunications link would be cellular phone communication or any other communication means that would allow at least one remote unit 100 to communicate with central site system 300. A more detailed discussion of telecommunication system 200 interactively linking central site system 300 and remote unit 100 will be provided.

Environment Of The Mobile Security System

Communication from the remote unit 100, FIG. 1a, are received by the central site system 300 by communication network 300b. Communication network 300b may be any digital or analog technology that provides voice and/or data transmission to and from the remote unit 100 and the central site system 300. Communication network 300b is interactively connected to at least one of the central site computers 300d. Central site computers 300d may comprise a
plurality of computers. Central site computers 300d all have memories capable of storing programs. The actual number of computers employed in support of the central site system 300 is dependent on the overall desired size of the central site system 300. The present invention may be implemented on a single computer. For the purposes of this discussion, central site computer 300d is discussed as if the present invention comprised only one computer 300d. Computer 300d integrates communication network 300b with at least one database 300c and at least one work station 300e. This integration of central site system 300 provides the framework for a central site operating system 300a to command and control all aspects of mobile and personal security.

The central site operating system (CSOS) 300a may be modeled and derived by object-oriented techniques albeit the CSOS 300a is not dependent on object-oriented programming to function. In fact the CSOS 300a may be designed and developed by any convenient or well-known programming method. The CSOS 300a controls the execution of programs that may provide services such as resource allocation, scheduling, input/output control, and data management. The CSOS 300a may reside on at least one computer albeit CSOS 300a may reside on a plurality of computers depending on the desired breadth of the central site system 300.

**Remote Unit System & Central Site Operating System**

Operatively installed within remote unit 100 is a remote unit operating system 100a, FIG. 2. The remote operating system 100a comprises a remote unit controller 100a20 that provides the structure to assimilate the data received from a plurality of sensors operatively functioning within the remote unit 100. The remote unit controller 100a20 receives data input from a stimulus from at least one sensor and responds accordingly. That stimulus may be from global position system
(GPS) buffer 100a40, a bidirectional communications and monitoring means 100a60 such as an audio response, or from the activation or deactivation of a communicator 100a80. An example of the stimulus would be a zone violation, i.e., an area of security within the remote unit 100 that is actively being monitored and that zone was entered or violated contrary to an established criteria. That criteria may be determined by the individual owner or subscriber of the remote unit 100, FIG. 1 or may be determined by the central site system 300 in conjunction with the subscriber. The remote unit controller 100a20 responds to the stimuli by formulating a reason-for-call message that is transmitted to the central site 300.

The central site operating system 300a, FIG. 2, has a communication server 300a20 that receives and transmits to and from remote unit 100. The communication server 300a20 requests a resource manager 300a10 to select an appropriate workstation 300e, FIG. 1a, that has an activated monitor 300a40, FIG. 2. The monitor 300a40 seizes control of the communication between the remote unit 100, FIG. 1 and the central site 300, FIG. 1. The operator of workstation 300e, FIG. 1a in conjunction with the monitor 300a40, FIG. 2, ascertains the appropriate solution or action that is required by the reason-for-call. This action may be retrieving a predetermined directive from the database server 300a60. That directive provides a solution for the reason-for-call from the remote unit 100, FIG. 1. An alternate means of providing a solution to the reason-for-call would be the operator to communicate directly with the remote unit. A communicator 300a80, FIG. 2 may be used by the operator of workstation 300e to communicate with an occupant or occupants of remote unit 100, FIG. 1.

Central Site Operating System

The communication server 300a20, FIG. 3 when first activated creates a port 300a20b that is assigned to a particular modem 300a20a. Communication server
300a20 may create a plurality of ports depending on the desired requirements of the central site system 300. The actual mechanism of the creation of port 300a20b to 300a20b -n is discussed hence forth. Modem 300a20a is selected from a modem pool comprising a plurality of modems. This modem pool is illustrated by modem 300a20a to 300a20a -n, FIG. 3. The selected modem 300a20a may be dedicated to the transmission of voice, data, or a combination of voice and data. The actual selection of the mode of communications between the central site 300 and the remote unit 100 is dependent on the requirements of a particular transmission, i.e., the reason-for-call from the remote unit 100 and the central site 300. An example of data communication would be a desire by the subscriber of remote unit 100 to change the password that allows entry and control of the remote unit operating system 100a. The CSOS 300a acknowledging this request places the modem 300a20a in a receiving data mode allowing data transmission between the remote unit 100 and the central site 300. An example of voice communications would be a desire by the subscriber of remote unit 100 to orally communicate with an operator of workstation 300e. The CSOS 300a, acknowledging this request, places the modem 300a20a in a receiving voice mode allowing voice transmission between the remote unit system 100 and the operator of workstation 300e.

Generally, the universe of remote units 100 may comprise a plurality of functioning systems. These systems may be the result of different types or upgrades of remote units that comprise the universe. The communication server 300a20 accommodates the variation that exists in the universe of remote units 100 by creating and then assigning a virtual remote unit 300a20c to a particular remote unit 100 that has requested communications with central site 300. The virtual remote unit 300a20c may be viewed or characterized as a translator of remote unit 100 language into a language the central site system 300 has currently
implemented. The actual mechanism for creating the virtual remote unit 300a20c
will be discussed forthwith.

The CSOS 300a, FIG. 3, has an administrator program 300a70 that may be
stored on one or more of a plurality of workstations 300e. That particular
workstation would become an administrator workstation rather than a workstation
dedicated to servicing remote unit system 100. The administrator program
300a70 is responsible for entering, viewing, and updating tables stored on
database server 300c. The administrator program 300a70 supports generating
reports, billing for services, and providing supervising and monitoring of
workstation operators.

A resource manager 300a10, FIG. 3, controls the interaction between the
communication server 300a20, the database server 300c, and the monitor
300a40. One of the primary tasks of the resource manager is assigning an
incoming call from the remote unit 100a to a selected workstation that has an
appropriate logged-on operator. The resource manager 300a10 maintains a list of
workstations, operators, and current activity for each workstation. The resource
manager 300a10 also maintains a list of communication servers 300a20 and
ports 300a20b along with their present status and other pertinent information to
their functionality.

The monitor 300a40 provides a visual representation of the remote unit 100
status to a selected operator. This status contains vehicle location and
information on the subscriber of the remote unit 100. The monitor 300a40 also
manages the reason-for-call and invokes the appropriate response to the reason-
for-call.
The monitor 300a40 activated on any selected workstation 300e may be engaged in other activities if the resource manager 300a10 has not assigned that particular workstation to service the reason-for-call generated by the remote unit operating system 100a. These activities may, for example, be an operator updating selected skills in conjunction with the administrator program 300a70. Another example would be the monitor 300a40 engaged in activities with any other programs in operation.

If the resource manager 300a10 receives a request from the communication server 300a20 to select an appropriate operator for a selected type of call, the resource manager 300a10 selects an appropriate workstation for that incoming call. The monitor 300a40 operating on that particular workstation will force other activities to the background, allowing the monitor to take control of the display. In a multi-tasking environment the activity is not halted but suspended until such time it is reactivated. The monitor 300a40 would then be enabled to communicate between the remote unit system 100 and the workstation 300e. The operator will now be able to view, on screen, information concerning the reason-for-call instead of any previous information.

The monitor 300a40 allows an operator of the workstation 300e to place a call out to remote unit 100. The operator places a call with the resource manager 300a10. The resource manager 300a10, transparent to the operator, contacts the communication server 300a20 and requests the next available time slot for communication with the remote unit 100. The resource manager 300a10 derives an estimated connection time from the communication server 300a20. This estimated time is transmitted to the operator.

The call out to the remote unit 100 is independent of the reason-for-call
placed by the remote unit system 100a. The operator may be actively involved in servicing the reason-for-call when the call-out feature is activated. When the communication server 300a20 places the call, the resource manager 300a10 is notified. The resource manager 300a10 contacts the correct monitor 300a40 and a pop-up screen is forced forward on the operators display indicating the connection is made and communication with the subscriber in the remote unit 100 is now possible.

An alternate method for calling out to the remote unit 100 by an operator of workstation 300e, if desired, would be the operator pinging the remote unit 100. This pinging would activated the remote unit 100 and the remote unit itself would place a call to the central site 300. When the call is receive by central site 300 the monitor 300a40 will contact the resource manager 300a10 to assign the incoming call to the appropriate operator. The resource manager 300a10 maintains a list of all operator generated call-outs to remote units. The resource manager 300a10 routes the incoming call to the operator that pinged that particular remote unit 100.

The monitor 300a40 may be actively engaged in responding to the remote unit 100's reason-for-call and be interrupted for some given reason. Regardless of the reason for interruption, the resource manager 300a10 suspends action on this call and maintains a suspense list with the calleris ID and other appropriate information. The monitor 300a40 minimizes the frame on the display screen of the associated operator. The remote unit 100 recognizes the transmission was interrupted and automatically attempts to reestablish contact with the central site 300. Upon successful contact with the central site 300 the resource manager 300a10, knowing this was an interrupted call from the same remote unit system, will assign this reason-for-call to the same workstation 300e. The monitor 300a40 activates the minimized suspended frame and the reason-for-call continues.
Remote Unit Operating System

The remote unit operating system 100a may be stored in the memory of controller 100a20, FIG. 2. The state and functional operation of the remote unit operating system 100a, FIG. 4 includes a plurality of interactive states that provide the intelligence for securing the remote unit 100. The interactive states also provide the functionality and capability to communicate with central site 300. The remote unit operating system 100a may contain a plurality of discrete prioritized functions that provide the remote unit 100 with the following features: security monitoring, position location, time stamping, remote unit status, low car battery, battery removed, carjack, carjack panic, remote panic, panic, call back, answer, check-in, GPS local, GPS limits, GPS fault, hand set fault, valet, valet limits, service, wrecker, request police, request EMS, information, key press, no hand set, request to call, power on self test, or remote unit configuration.

The remote unit operating system 100a is activated in the unarmed state 100a54. The unarmed state 100a54 performs no security functions for the protection of the remote unit 100 or its occupants. Transition from the unarmed state 100a54 to an armed state 100a58 may be active or passive. Active transition requires an identification of the subscriber of the remote unit 100. An example would be a specialized number or code that is unique to the subscriber such as personal identification number (PIN). Passive transition requires no subscriber intervention. The remote unit operating system 100a arms itself after a predetermined time period that is dependent on a selected mode 100a59. Mode 100a59 is determined by the subscriber at system installation or directly requested by the subscriber while user mode is activated. An example of this would be the remote unit 100 is in the unarmed state 100a54 and remote unit 100 is physically moved a distance predetermined by the subscriber. The remote unit operating system 100a, if in a carjack mode, will request verification of the subscriber's
identity. If this verification is not received by the remote unit operating system 100a in a timely fashion the unit becomes armed and takes appropriate action. The action may be sounding an alarm state 100a50, activating emergency procedures state 100a56, or requesting verification from an auditing state 100a52. The results of the audit state 100a52 may deactivate the response to the armed state 100a58 or proceed to contact the central site 300.

The remote unit operating system 100a may contact the central site 300. Each contact with the central site 300 comprises the transmission of remote unit status 100a44, combined remote unit status and GPS data 100a42, and data that is transparent to the subscriber. This data identifies the type of remote unit operating system 100a is presently activated on remote unit 100. The transmission medium may be any communicator 100a80 type that allows data and/or voice or a convenient combination of data and voice to be transmitted to the central site 300. The remote unit operating system 100a may be implemented by the aforementioned object-oriented techniques or by procedural techniques that are well known to those skilled in the art of programming.

**Architecture Of The Central Site Operating System**

An architecture of the CSOS is generally illustrated at 300a', FIG. 5. The communication server 300a'20 interactively communicates with the resource manager 300a'10 and the monitor 300a'40 through a remote procedure call layer (RPC) 300a'30. This remote procedure call layer 300a'30 provides a transaction process that facilitates distribution of resources, such as files and queues, throughout the system. CQueue 300a'32 and CInternalCom 300a'34 are typical objects that provide the RPC function that is well known in the art. The monitor 300a'40, the resource manager 300a'10, and the communication server 300a'20 are all connected to the database server 300a'60 through a relational object
interface module 300a'50. The interface module 300a'50 provides a layer of abstraction for the CSOS 300a'. This layer of abstraction facilitates database independence. The administrator program 300a'70 communicates directly with database 300a'60 and does not require interface module 300a'50.

Communication Server Object Model

The communication server object model 300a'20', FIG. 5a may comprise a plurality of object classes. These classes are designed for a flexible communication environment that may communicate with a plurality of different types of remote unit devices. An example would be objects that support ports 300a20b, FIG. 3, 300a20b -n up to 224 ports (224 ports are the maximum number of ports supported by a single WINDOWS NT server).

The CVirtualRemote class 300a'20'g, FIG. 5a, represents the personality of the remote unit 100 communicator 100a80, FIG. 2. The CVirtualRemote class 300a'20'g, FIG. 5a, provides a translation between communicator 100a80 codes and internal CSOS command codes and data structures. When the reason-for-call message is transmitted by the remote unit 100, FIG. 1, a CVirtualRemote object 300a'20'g is created. The CVirtualRemote object 300a'20'g is designed to facilitate that particular incoming call and is assigned to its own thread for multi-tasking purposes.

The principle responsibility of the CVirtualRemote object 300a'20'g, FIG. 5a is to recognize commands from the monitor 300a'40 and format those commands into messages that are recognizable by the remote unit operating system 100a. The same "turn siren on" command from the monitor 300a'40 is issued regardless of the type of remote unit 100 transmitting to the central site 300, and a command "turn siren on" from the monitor 300a'40 is by design a completely
different command from that which is sent to and recognized by the remote unit operating system 100a.

The communication server 300a‘20’, FIG. 5a process is facilitated by the CommServer 300a‘20’a object that directs the creation of new CVirtualRemote 300a‘20’g objects. The CommServer 300a‘20’a object allocates the communications ports 300a20b to 300a20b -n, FIG. 3, through the use of Cport 300a‘20’c objects. Each port, when allocated to a CPort 300a‘20’c object, is assigned its own process to service its input and output needs. All of the ports 300a20b to 300a20b -n facilitated by a single CommServer 300a‘20’a are listed and stored on a CPortList 300a‘20’b object. A CUser 300a‘20’i object is used by the communication server 300a‘20’ to dial out to the remote unit 100. This object facilitates voice communication between the operator workstation and the remote unit 100.

Each port 300a‘20’c instantiates two other objects that it uses to facilitate the hardware and software needs of communications. A CModem 300a‘20’e object is created to facilitate the communications with the actual modem device 300a20a and takes on the personality of a specific modem that is physically attached. A CProtocol 300a‘20’d object is also created to facilitate the specifics of the communication protocol such as packet transfers, cyclic redundancy check characters (CRC), calculations and error checking.

The CModem 200a‘20’e objects are also kept on a CModemBank 300ai20if object that is a list of CModem 300a‘20’e types. The CModemBank 300a‘20’f class allows for specific sets of modems to be referenced as a single unit. CModemBank 300a‘20’f allow for flexibility in assigning modems as input, output, or input-output types.
The communication server 300a' also makes use of an internal communication 300a'20'h object that allows it to communicate directly with the rest of the CSOS 300a'.

5 Resource Manager Object Model

The resource manager object model 300a'10', FIG. 5b, is the "traffic cop" of the CSOS 300a. Its purpose is to make certain that any one workstation and port resource do not become overloaded with excessive reasons for call messages. To accomplish this task, the resource manager 300a'10' comprises a plurality of object classes.

10 The primary point of contact with the outside world is the principle object (or thread) called resource manager 300a'10'a. Through an internal communication object class 300a'10'b, FIG. 5b, the resource manager 300a'10'a receives requests for information about available resources from the communication server 300a120.

15 The resource manager 300a'10'a keeps a number of static objects for information about the entire system and for access to the database server 300a'60. The database connection object 300a'61 is the primary interface to the database objects that resource manager 300a'10' acquires to process requests from other modules. The license information object 300a'10'c contains information about the licensing limits for the specific installation of the CSOS 300. This information allows the resource manager object 300a'10'a to limit the number of workstations, ports, communication servers and operators that it allows the system to facilitate at one time. The system configuration object 300a'10'd provides additional information about the system setup. The reason-for-call object 300a'10'e provides a list of "reasons for call" that the resource manager 300a'10'a
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uses to determine how to allocate operators/workstations to a given CVirtualRemote 300a'20'g object.

The resource manager 300a'10'a keeps five list objects in memory that it uses to maintain the current state of the entire CSOS 300a'f. These five lists are the communication server list, the port list, the work station list, the call list, and the out call list.

The communication server list 300a'10'f object contains a list of communication server 300a'10'g objects that are currently active in the CSOS 300a'. For each communication server object 300a'10'g, there is a port list 300a'10'h object that contains a list of port 300a'10'j objects that the given communication server 300a'20 has allocated and opened. By traversing these lists, the resource manager 300a'10 is able to report on the current state of all communications equipment in the system, and allocate ports for outgoing calls to requesting workstations 300e to 300e -n.

The resource manager 300a'10 also keeps a workstation list 300a'10'k object that contains a set of workstation 300a'10'l objects. This is a list of all workstations that have signed onto the CSOS 300a'. For each workstation object, there is an incoming call list 300a'10'm and an outgoing call list 300a'10'n object. These lists are maintained so that the resource manager 300a'10 can determine how many calls a given workstation is processing at any given time, and so enable the resource manager 300a'10'a to efficiently balance the load of incoming calls among all of the available workstations.

Monitor Object Model

The monitor object model 300a'40', FIG. 5c, represents the primary user
interface to the CSOS 300a. From the monitor object model 300a'40', calls may be received or sent through the other system facilities. The monitor 300a'40 is made up of a plurality of object classes, some of which are specialized to the user interface, and others that are primarily informational objects acquired from the database interface layer 300a'48', FIG. 5d.

The VirtualRemoteUnitWindow 300a'40'a class, FIG. 5c, represents a class of graphical user interface counterparts that are instantiated by the communication server 300a'20'. The VirtualRemoteUnitWindow 300a'40'a provides the user interface elements to display information acquired from the remote unit 100 on a workstation.

The CVirtualRemoteUnitWindow object 300a'40'a instantiates the CEventQueue object 300a'48'b, FIG. 5d, through the event processor model 300a'48, FIG. 5. The CEventQueue object 300a'48'a provides an orderly method for events to be sent through the system. The event processor 300a'48 manages the internal connection between the monitor 300a40 and the communication server 300a120. The event processor 300a'48 facilitates all requests to the CVirtualRemoteUnit object at the communication server 300a'20 for information to be retrieved from the remote unit 100. Events coming from the CEventQueue object trigger these requests in an order specified by the directives in the database server 300a'60.

The monitor 300a40 requires a single CDatabaseConnection object 300a'61 that allows all of the threads to access. The monitor 300a40 controls access to the database connection through the use of a mutex to prevent more than one thread from accessing the database connection simultaneously.
The monitor 300a'40 establishes a CDirectiveMap object 300ai40'b when it is first activated. This map is acquired from the event processor 300a'48 and is discussed in that section in more detail. The directive map is used by all event queues that the monitor 300a40 has instantiated as a means of quickly deriving a list of events for a given directive.

The monitor 300a40 also creates an internal communication object 300ai40'b (in this case an RPC server) which is the port through which requests can be received from the communication server and resource manager 300a'10.

Other objects used by the monitor 300a40 include, but are not limited by, the following database objects which contain information needed to handle incoming and outgoing call requests: subscribers 300a'40'e, user list 300a'40'h, vehicle 300a'40'f, and remote unit 300a'40'g.

**Event Processor Object Model**

The event processor 300a'48, FIG. 5 is further illustrated as an Event-Directive 300a'48' object model, FIG. 5d. This model is a simplified Booch diagram that exposes the underlying mechanism of the event processor 300a'48.

Events are discrete units of work that can be performed by the monitor 300a40. Directives are aliases that represent groups of events placed in a predetermined order and stored on the database 300a'60. Event and directive object classes are not shown on the object model since they are the lowest level of data being utilized in this model.

The monitor 300a40 when activated, instantiates a DirectiveCache 300a'48'a object and commands it to LoadCache (message 1). The
DirectiveCache 300a'48'a object responds by connecting to the database 300a'60 and querying the database 300a'60 for a list of all directives along with their associated list of events. Each directive is stored in the DirectiveCache 300a'48'a in an internal map structure so the associated list of events can be retrieved by a call to FindDirective (message 3).

During runtime, the monitor 300a'40 receives information from the communication server 300a'20 that causes the monitor 300a'40 to send an ExecuteDirective (message 5) to an EventQueue 300a'48'b object. This message causes the FindDirective (message 3) to load a set of events into the EventQueue 300a'48'b from the DirectiveCache 300a'48'a. Once the EventQueue 300a'48'b has been initialized in this way, the monitor 300a'40 begins periodically asking (message 2) the EventQueue 300a'48'b to DoNextEvent() which sends back to the monitor 300a'40 a pointer to the next event on the EventQueue 300a'48'b. If the top event on the EventQueue 300a'48'b is a directive, then another call to FindDirective is made to retrieve the appropriate list of events.

Once the monitor 300a40 has completed processing for any given event sent to it by the call to DoNextEvent(), it logs the resulting data produced by the event to the database 300a'60. This is done through a call (message 4) to EventLog 300a'48'd. If the specified event is to be tracked for a period of time, this event information (m_sEventData) is stored in an event table on the database 300a160.

When a call has been completed by the monitor 300a'40, it places an EndCall directive on the EventQueue 300a'48'b through another call to ExecuteDirective(). The EndCall directive contains an event that causes the EventQueue 300a'48'b to shutdown operations, and also causes the
RemoteUnitWindow 300a'48'c object to call ClearQueue() (message 6) to empty any remaining events that may be left in the queue. This final call makes certain that all events are properly deleted.

When the monitor 300a'40 shuts down totally, it sends ClearCache() (message 7) to DirectiveCache 300a'48'a to empty itself before deleting the DirectiveCache 300a'48'a object. This ensures all directive and event objects within the cache have been properly deleted.

**Database Interface Object Model**

The CSOS 300a', FIG. 5a, cannot access the database server 300a'60 directly because an operating object-oriented program can not have static knowledge that existed before the execution of that particular program. If a presently running program desires to use objects that where stored by some other program, the presently running program does not know the type of objects because the program did not create them.

The principle difference between a relational data base system and an object-oriented programs is that an object "knows" what operation can be performed on its data, whereas a relation database only has a set of generic operations that can be performed on its tuples. The semantics available in an object model are not preserved in a relational database. For example, in an object model, a "wheel" knows that it is related to an "axle" and inherits from a "wheel". In contrast, a relational database represents this information in three separate data tables with no explicit representation of the relationships between the tables. The wheel table in a relational database might have foreign key information referring to the axle table, but this representation of the relationship between wheel and axle is implicit in an object model.
The CSOS 300a' provides an interface between all of its programs and the relational database 300a'60. Alternatively, an object-oriented relational database may be used in place of the non-object-oriented relational database used by the present invention. The present invention is not limited to the type of database used to store information required by the CSOS 300a'.

The relational databases 300a'60, FIG 5, may store a plurality of object classes. An example a few of those objects are discussed below.

The CDBConnection 300a'61 class represents a connection layer to database server 300a'60. This class provides a layer of abstraction between the program and the actual database access method. Internally, this class uses an ODBC class library to perform all of its connection handling. This class is responsible only for keeping track of a valid connection handle to database server 300a'60. This object is public.

CSubscriber 300a'62 object represents a single subscriber to database server 300a'60. Embedded in this object are the methods used to store, retrieve, update, and delete subscribers within the database server 300a'60. Database server 300a'60 requires the presence of a CDBConnection 300a'61 object to perform its functions.

The CRemoteUnit 300a'63 object represents a single remote unit system 100 from the database server 300a'60. Embedded in this object are the methods used to store, retrieve, update, and delete CRemoteUnit within the database server 300a'60. This object requires the presence of the CDBConnection 300a'61 object to perform its functions.
The CRemoteUnitVehicle 300a'64 object represents a single vehicle from the database 300a'60. Embedded in this object are the methods used to store, retrieve, update, and delete remote unit 100 within the database. This object requires the presence of a CDBConnection 300a'61 object to perform its functions. Examples of its attributes include VIN, make, model, year, and color.

The CDriver 300a'65 object represents a single subscriber or driver of remote unit 100 from the database 300a'60. Embedded in this object are the methods used to store, retrieve, update, and delete the subscriber of the unit within the database 300a'60. This object requires the presence of a CDBConnection 300a'61 object to perform its functions. Examples of attributes include ID, name, height, and weight.

The CLog 300a'66 class is used to write logs of various types. These logs may be written to database tables, flat files, or other locations according to the attributes of the CLog 300a'66 object. These objects can be instantiated and used by any other object as required.

The CEvent 300a'67 object represents a single event that can take place within the system. CEvent 300a'67 objects are instantiated by CEventlist 300a'47 objects. The CEventlist 300a'47 object is a utility object that stores predetermined events in a predetermined order. Examples of these events include request remote unit status, request GPS status, start emergency flashers, carjack, turn on siren, turn off siren, and talk/listen. CEvent 300a'67 is a top level class not to be used directly. Other event type classes are derived from it to provide functionality for specific event types.

The Interface Object Model 300a'50', FIG. 5e, illustrates the interaction of a
plurality of object classes that provide persistent versions of system or database 300a60 objects. These classes are all created to provide a generic and flexible architecture for adding new persistent classes to the CSOS 300a.

A database object 300a'50'a, FIG. 5e, a persistent version of a system class, is derived from a persistent base class 300a'50'd. The persistence base class 300a'50'd provides functions (or methods) that are common to all persistent object classes. The persistent base class 300a'50'd also provides methods to store and retrieve objects on the database server 300a'60. An example of these methods is Retrieve() and Store(). Retrieve() and Store() is implemented in the Persistent base class 300a'50'd to facilitate the retrieving and storing of database server objects 300a'60. Each derived database object class 300a'50'a then override those methods to provide the details for a new persistent class. An example of the implementation of those methods would be a request for data concerning a particular driver of a vehicle by a program running on the CSOS 300a'. The requested information resides in CDriver 300a'65 on the database 300a'60. The requesting program transmits a Retrieve() the database 300a60. The request, transparent to the requesting program, is transmitted to the interface module 300a'50.

The mechanism that allows for actual database 300a60 access is encapsulated in a query class 300a'50'c, FIG. 5e. The query class 300a'50'c generates a structured query language (SQL) statement based on a set of variables or elements (descriptor) that are used in processing the SQL statement. The descriptor contains a plurality of information. Examples include a table name in the relational database 300a60, column names to retrieve data types, and pointers to the locations where data is be stored. Each database object 300a'50'a has at least one query object 300a'50'c each containing a descriptor.
Data element object 300a'50'b, FIG. 5e declares each data element in the descriptor. The data element 300a'50'b object is a base class for which new data types can be derived. This allows flexibility in that any particular type of data element may be used within a query object 300a'50'c.

Once all the descriptors have been declared and the database 300a'50'a object instantiated, retrieving an object is a matter of sending a Retrieve() method. The Retrieve() method acts on each of the query 300a'50'c objects as required to obtain the needed information to build an object from the database 300a60. Each query 300a'50'c object uses its descriptor to build an open database 300a60 connection (ODBC) record set object. That record set object includes the SQL query required for transmission to the database 300a60 server. The database 300a60 server executes the query. Now the first result row is retrieved and the column values are transferred to the addresses pointed to by each data element 300a'50'b object. This process continues until all desired information is retrieved from the database 300a60.

The benefits of using the database 300a60 interface 300a'50 for access to the database 300a'60 from an object-oriented program have been generalized and encapsulated into the persistent base 300a'50'd class and query 300a'50'c classes. Thereby the programmer adding a new database 300a'50'a object class to the system need only provide the descriptors for the queries. The queries are then generated at runtime.

Typical Components Of The Remote Unit

Typical components that may comprise the remote unit 100aa, FIG. 6, are a controller 100a20a interactively connected a plurality of input and output devices 100a22a. An example of that controller is a Z-180 microprocessor. Any convenient
input or output device known in the art may be used to connect to controller
100a20a. These inputs and output devices 100a22a receive signals from zone
sensors 100a23 and provide output signals to relays and other devices. Input and
output devices 100a22a may be any convenient or common device known in the
art. The transceiver 100a60a provides the communication link between remote
unit 100 and the central site 300. An example of transceiver 100a60a may be
Nokia 6080 cellular phone. To facilitate that communication link, transceiver
100a60a has a hand set 100a80a, a microphone/speaker 100a80a', and an
antenna 100a80a". The location processor 100a42a provides remote unit 100
positional information to the present invention. An example of the location
processor 100a42a is a Magellan AV1-10 GPS module. All of the components of
the remote unit may be interactively connected by any convenient means that is
known in the art.

15 **Typical Components Of The Central Site System**

An interconnecting schematic, FIG. 7, illustrates the typical components that
may be used to implement the present invention. The typical components of FIG. 7
are all well known in the art and the interconnection of those components is of
standard configuration known by those skilled in the art of network
communications. Communication server 300d to 300d -n, workstation 300e10 to
300e10 -n, and Administrator Workstation 300e may be a plurality of Hewlett
Packard Vectra 5/133 computers with display monitors. The database server may
be an Oracle 7 database server operative on a Hewlett Packard Vectra 5/133
computer. The modems 300b32, 300b34, 300b36, and 300b38 may all be
MultiTech V-34 Triple Modem external modems. Modem 300b31 is a digital
modem that may be used to receive digital data transmitted by the remote unit 100.
Those modems are interconnected to a modem manager 300b30, for example, a
MultiTech MR 4800. The modem manager 300b30 is connected to a standard
The present invention also contains network capabilities using a network hub 300b38 in conjunction with
WINDOWS NT server software installed on one of the communication servers. Telephone 300b37 to 300b37 -n are standard and may be used to communicate
with the remote unit 100 or with other desired locations. The central site 300
typical components illustrated in FIG. 7 and disclosed herein are for illustrative
purpose only and do not represent all of the possible combinations of typical
components available that effectively implement the present invention.

A preferred mode of operation of the present invention is to provide a mobile
security system that has central site system 300 interactively communicating with
remote unit 100 via telecommunications system 200. The remote unit 100 has at
least one communication device 100a60a and an input device 100a22a. The input
device 100a22a responds to a triggering stimulus such as a zone violation or
intrusion into remote unit 100. Those input devices trigger or generate a reason-
for-call message that is transmitted via the communication device 100a60a. The
reason-for-call message has a predetermined priority level indicative of the nature
of the triggering stimulus. The central site 300 has CSOS 300a operatively
disposed in at least one operator workstation 300e with a display and memory.
The central site 300 has at least one communication device for transmitting and
receiving transmittals to and from the remote unit 100.

The CSOS 300a comprising, in part, the monitor 300a’40, the resource
manager 300a’10, and the communication server 300a’20. The communication
server 300a’20 contains a plurality of objects for connecting and communicating
with the remote unit 100. The communication server 300a’20, once activated,
communicates with the remote unit 100 by first instantiating CMDem 300a’20e
object by CPort 300a’20c object. This allows a connection between a modem,
such as 300b32, to a software port created by CPort 300a'20c object. The
communication server 300a'20 derives from the reason-for-call, type and model
number of remote unit 100. The communication server 300a'20 instantiates a
virtual remote class 300a120g to establish a valid connection with the remote unit
100 via the software port. The communication server 300a120 requests the
resource manager 300a'10 to assign an appropriate operator workstation that has
an activated monitor 300a'40 ready to receive a reason-for-call message from the
remote unit 100. The resource manager 300a'10 derives the appropriate operator
based on a log-in event that occurs when the operator signs on to a particular
workstation 300ea, FIG. 8. The resource manager 300a'10 then provides the
communication server 300a20 with an address of a selected operator workstation.
The communication server 300a20 will connect the selected operator workstation
300e to the remote unit 100.

15

The monitor 300a'40 then responds to the reason-for-call indicative of the
nature of the triggering stimulus. This response may include activating the event
processor 300a'48 to supply the monitor 300a' with a directive that corresponds to
the triggering stimulus. This directive contains discrete units of work or events that
can be performed by the monitor 300a'40. The monitor 300a'40 in conjunction with
the operator take action in accordance with the supplied event to resolve the
reason-for-call from the remote unit 100.

20

While the invention has been described in connection with certain preferred
embodiments, it is not intended to limit the scope of the invention. The scope of
the invention is intended to extend to alternatives, modifications, and equivalents
as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the
appended claims.
We claim:

1. A central site operating system for managing resources of a monitoring station which uses a telecommunication system to monitor a plurality of remote units, comprising:
   a communication server program which manages communications between the monitoring station and said remote units and receives information transmitted by said remote units;
   a monitor program which manages the information sent from said remote units to a workstation;
   a database server program which stores information about said remote units and monitors said resources; and
   a resource manager program which manages interactions between said communication server, said monitor program, and said database server.

2. A central site operating system as recited in claim 1, wherein said communication server program comprises a virtual remote program for communicating with said remote units.

3. A remote unit as recited in claim 2 comprising a one-way pager.

4. A remote unit as recited in claim 2 comprising a two-way pager.

5. A remote unit as recited in claim 2 comprising a cellular telephone.

6. A central site operating system as recited in claim 1, wherein said monitor program comprises an event processor for managing interactions with said communications server.

7. A central site operating system as recited in claim 1, wherein said operating system comprises objects, and said database server program comprises a relational database and a relational/object interface for transferring data between said relational database and said objects.

8. A central site operating system as recited in claim 1, wherein said resource manager program comprises a communication server list, a port list, a workstation
list, a call list, and an out-call list, and wherein said resource manager program
manages the resources of the operating system.

9. A remote unit operating system comprising:
a remote unit controller for receiving data from a plurality of remote unit sensors
and processing said data to derive a reason-for-call message to be transmitted to
a monitoring station; and
a transceiver for sending and receiving messages to and from the monitoring
station.

10. A process for a resource manager program to assign an in-coming call from a
remote unit to a workstation, comprising the steps of:
maintaining a list of communication servers and ports and their on-line activities;
maintaining a list of operators, said workstations, and activities of said workstation
activity;
receiving a call from said remote unit on said communication server;
parsing a reason-for-call from said call;
receiving requests from said communication server to connect to said workstation;
prioritizing said requests based on said reason-for-call;
matching said requests to one of said operators;
selecting said matched operator;
forcing a monitor application program to place said workstation activities in
background mode to allow a monitor application program to display a reason-for-
call from said remote unit; and
resuming pre-call workstation activity upon call termination.
FIG 8
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